Surah Mursalat

Písím alláh ar-rùhání ar-ráhím

1. one after another, By the ones sent forth
2. violently, And the winds that blow
3. far and wide, And the ones that scatter
4. by the Criterion, And those who separate
5. the Reminder, And those who bring down
6. warning, or As justification
7. will surely occur, you are promised
8. indeed, what
9. are obliterated, the stars
10. is cleft asunder, the heaven
11. are blown away, the mountains
12. are gathered to their appointed time

are these postponed Day For what will make you know And what judgment

of the of the Day, for the Day For what is the Day what will make you know And what judgment

to the deniers that Day Woe to the former people We destroy the later ones We follow them up Thus to the criminals We deal despicable from We create you Did not
We have gathered of Judgment, has the Day This. And not have you and the former people. They have planned against Me, a plan for you, if for the living, and the dead, and against the deniers, to the Day that will it be permitted, to them, and for them, will it be permitted, not a Day, This. Then, they will speak, not a Day, This. Indeed, it is the shade, cool, not for the living. And not, will it be permitted, for them, will it be permitted, And not. We have gathered of Judgment, has the Day This. And not have you and the former people. They have planned against Me, a plan for you, if for the living, and the dead, and against the deniers, to the Day that will it be permitted, to them, and for them, will it be permitted, And not. We have gathered of Judgment, has the Day This. And not have you and the former people. They have planned against Me, a plan for you, if for the living, and the dead, and against the deniers, to the Day that will it be permitted, to them, and for them, will it be permitted, And not. We have gathered of Judgment, has the Day This. And not have you and the former people. They have planned against Me, a plan for you, if for the living, and the dead, and against the deniers, to the Day that will it be permitted, to them, and for them, will it be permitted, And not. We have gathered of Judgment, has the Day This. And not have you and the former people. They have planned against Me, a plan for you, if for the living, and the dead, and against the deniers, to the Day that will it be permitted, to them, and for them, will it be permitted, And not. We have gathered of Judgment, has the Day This. And not have you and the former people. They have planned against Me, a plan for you, if for the living, and the dead, and against the deniers, to the Day that will it be permitted, to them, and for them, will it be permitted, And not.
and springs will be in the righteous, Indeed, they desire from what fruits you for what in satisfaction and drink Eat, and used to do.

The good-doers, Indeed, We Indeed, We are criminals you.

to the deniers that Day Woe to the deniers that Day Woe.

to them Bow when it is said, They bow not, then it is said, and when it is said, then in what statement? will they believe after it? when they hear it?